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Core Learning Skill  

Becoming Better Learners 

PSHE 

This term, we will be looking at drug and alcohol 
education. 
We will develop our understanding of risk-taking and 

decision-making - looking at general risk-taking 

activities to considering choices related to taking risks 

with their health. We will revisit the affects of smoking. 

Children will begin to learn to identify factors that can 

affect our own choices, and practise skills for resisting 

unhelpful pressure or influences through various role 

play scenarios. We will begin to learn about the 

importance of making informed choices about our 

health.  

Literacy 
Narrative and fiction texts.  

We will explore, interpret, sequence and respond to the picture 

book ‘Man on the Moon: A Day in the life of Bob’ by Simon 

Bartram.   We will look at characters and draw inferences to aid 

our understanding of them. We will broaden our understanding 

and use of appropriate vocabulary linked to this topic. We will 

write for different purposes about our own fictional personal 

experience. Daily Visual Phonics and reading sessions will 

continue.  

Our BSL interpreter Kyra will join us on Tuesday afternoons as we 

read through the chapter book ‘The Book who Swam With 

Piranhas’ by award-winning David Almond and Oliver Jeffers.  

 

Numeracy 
Time, number, fractions and measures.  

We will be learning about different measures of time 

and how they are linked to each other.  

We shall review and develop all our counting, number 

facts and number bonds and solving mathematical 

problems involving counting, adding, subtracting, 

doubling or halving in the context of numbers, 

measures or money. We will measure weight and 

volume in a variety of contexts. We continue to develop 

our knowledge of place value and partitioning.  

We will also be using Numicon to re-enforce these 

concepts in the classroom.  

History and Geography 
We will learn about how fairgrounds - and the 

people who run them – started and the history 

of fairgrounds in the UK. We shall discuss what 

living in a caravan is like and explore the 

positives and negatives. We shall develop our 

knowledge of the British Isles and Year 6 will 

create an exciting presentation in their home 

learning about one of the four UK countries to 

share with the whole class.  

Physical Education 
Dance will be on Monday afternoons  

On Tuesdays afternoons, we will be continuing 

with Yoga. 

Swimming is on Wednesdays mornings. 

 Thursday mornings we will be participating in 

hockey with our SHINE coaches.  

Science and Design Technology 
We will be learning that everyday appliances use electricity and explore how 

we can use electricity safely. We will also link this to our DT learning and we 

will create a simple series circuit involving batteries, wires, bulbs and other 

components like motors and buzzers – creating a Shaky Hand tester! We will 

also use a switch to break a circuit. We will also be exploring forces and 

comparing how things move on different surfaces. 

 notice that some forces need contact between two objects, but 
magnetic forces can act at a distance 

 

Art and Design 
We will be looking at fairground art and 

recording in our sketchbooks some of the 

main shapes, lines and colours found in the 

fairground. We will develop this into wax-

resistant picture and printing. We will also be 

exploring religious art through our RE learning. 

Computing 
We will use and appropriate software for designing a fairground 

flyer. We shall use functions such as search, clip art, copy and 

paste, experimenting with font and colour styles and resizing to 

produce our individual flyers.   

R.E. 
Adder class will be exploring the theme: How do 
people express their beliefs and identity? We will 
explore how religious faiths express their beliefs 
through art in different ways.  We will look 
specifically at stained glass windows and crosses 
when thinking about Christianity and we will also 
look at Islamic patterns and decorative art in 
Mosques.  We will be creating some art of our own 
to express our own ideas and beliefs.  

Music  
Taiko drumming will be on Wednesday 

afternoons. We will develop our learning 

about notation, composition and playing as a 

group through this Japanese percussion 

style.  

 


